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FREE FREIGHT - Australia wide - JUNE ONLY 

Whether you live as close as Perth or as far as Northern Queensland - Jahroc will pay to get 

your furniture or art piece home for you if you purchase or order in the month of June. 
 

There may be something you have been considering for a while - well now is the time to get it 
organized to take advantage of this freight saving. 
 

Want to order a custom made piece of Jahroc Furnture now - but not have it delivered for a 
few months? The FREE FREIGHT still applies if ordered in June.  Find out more... 

Take a walk through Jahroc Galleries... 

 

 WATCH OUR VIDEO - JUNE 2014 

Watch our video which takes you on a walk around the gallery - there may be something 
that you remember seeing on your last visit - or something new worth considering..... 

NOTE: This video was produced by 14 year old Frank Bennett - son of proud parents Gary 

and Lara - who has taken a serious shine to photography. 
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A taste of what's new in the gallery... 

Much awaited new work by JUDY 
PROSSER who is back painting after 

the wet season in Norhtern WA 

  

  

  

  

                                  

                          KAY GIBSON                                              YOLANDE BARKER 

And from Jahroc Furniture... 
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Our FILIGREE BED has been well received and people have been enjoying the reference to 
the stunning forest canopy's that can be found up and down our South West coast. Can be 
ordered as a bedhead only or full bed in a range of our local timbers. Custom made to any 

size. Find out more... 

 Gary, Lara, Joanne, David and Mechelle look forward to talking to you in June. 
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